
Dear AIR Elementals,

                   

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for your

Cosmic Sun Storms
Which gives life to all your

Words of Form,
By transporting seeds from other worlds through infinite space

Fluidity Spheres &
Swift-flowing Streams 
Your Crystal-clear O2

Allow these seeds to sprout
And new oxygen based worlds to be born

Throughout your signs on the blue sky
You speak the language of Lady Gaia

And on your airways so to speak
You allow the birds to fly

You transport seeds to far right places
Your storm is clearing the sky blue

Within the holy smoke of an Indian pipe
You allow us to be one with you

With your oxygen to breathe
You send flowing life to almost every living being

And with this breath you connect our worlds
Therefore no one's breath is ever alone

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts our

Brothers & Sisters of the Sky
We can learn so much from you about the miracle to fly

Dear birds you sing the songs from heaven
Remind us of the wisdom of an ancient dragon

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for sharing our cosmic information with every breath 
of a Living Earth Vessel dear Elvish Sylphs by ruling our

Hurry-scurry Faeries & Bugs,
Distant Smells & Tones,

Flying high-toned Thoughts,  
Magic in the Air &

The Clouds in your skies 
Show your great friendship with the Water Elementals 

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for fulfilling the empty spaces of Vessel Planet Earth 
and ruling the weather of



Beloved Lady Gaia by her
Vortex Winds around the Globe,

Blowing Winds,
In a white sail or a busy windmill,

Soft Pleasant Breath
On a hot day,

Clear & Pristine Air
In the higher mountains, 

Cooling Air 
In a cave,

Warm Summer Winds
On a comfortable cozy mild sunset,

Whispering in the Trees,
Which tells us tales from ancient times, 

Clearing Storms,
Destroying Tornadoes &

Uplifting Typhoons
Which teach us in between their calm eye

How to love unconditionally myself & others
By finding me in you

This is what the Christ-Vortex wants us to do
And her Thermal Updraft of Confidence

Remind us that not only birds can fly

Thank you at last from the bottom of our hearts for our

Wonderful High Tech Earth Vessels
Made from the same air as

Beloved Planet Lady Gaia,
Dear Brothers & Sisters Animals,
Dear Brothers & Sisters Trees &

Dear Brothers & Sisters from the Stars of the Worlds of Form

Beloved Sylphs, we love you unconditionally !
We wish you to meet under the Rainbow in great friendship with you & your siblings 

To be again Masters of the Elements 

May you be with us by taking ourselves from the separation of this world 
May we together transmute this Planet from separation

See you all on New Earth! 

~ Be blessed ~ Merlinson ~
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